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Elsevier - Health Sciences Division, United States, 2011. Hardback. Condition: New. Language:
English . Brand New Book. Developed specifically for surgical technologists, Alexander s Surgical
Procedures provides proven, step-by-step coverage of essential surgical procedures from one of the
most trusted sources in surgical technology. Building on the renowned content of Alexander s Care
of the Surgical Patient, 14th Edition, respected authorities Jane Rothrock and Sherri Alexander
(AST president 2007 - 2011) guide you through the pre-op set up, procedure pathology/steps, and
post-op considerations for all required procedures. This approachable, easy-to-use resource
complements the fundamental coverage in your other surgical technology textbooks, and detailed
procedure videos on a companion Evolve website help you ensure success from the classroom to
the OR.Content adapted from Alexander s Care of the Surgical Patient, 14th Edition provides
comprehensive procedural coverage optimized for your specific needs as a surgical technologist.
Surgical Technologist Considerations boxes detail practical strategies for applying chapter content
to specialty procedures. Complete pre-op set up, draping, and other instructions for each
procedure equip you to confidently perform all of the duties of surgical technologist in the OR
setting. Chapter Outlines, Learning Objectives, and Chapter Summaries help you study chapter
content more effectively. Review...
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Thorough manual! Its this kind of excellent study. It is actually loaded with knowledge and wisdom You can expect to like how the writer compose this
book.
-- Marlin Ratke-- Marlin Ratke

This is an amazing pdf that I actually have actually study. It is among the most amazing pdf we have read through. Its been written in an remarkably basic
way and is particularly simply following i finished reading this ebook where basically altered me, alter the way i really believe.
-- Ms. Izabella Walter-- Ms. Izabella Walter
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